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1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

Members were WELCOMED to the meeting. Apologies were NOTED from M Sedikela 

and P Mzizi.   

2. DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS 

 No other declarations were NOTED by members.  

3. CONFIRMATION OF THE AGENDA 

It was AGREED that there would be an in-committee discussion at the end of the 

meeting to discuss a letter from the Minister.  

4. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

The minutes of the previous meeting were APPROVED without amendment.  

5. MATTERS ARISING 

5.1 The Secretariat TABLED a report on matters arising. 

5.2 The following feedback was PROVIDED:  

• A response was received from the Minister on executive remuneration and will 

be discussed in a closed session. 

• Feedback on the submissions on the effective dates of Standards of GRAP is 

still outstanding.  

5.3 The representative of the OAG INDICATED that the technical submissions are with 

the National Treasury’s legal department. They are reviewing compliance before 

submission to the Minister.  

5.4 It was AGREED that there should be better feedback between the Secretariat and the 

National Treasury on the status of the technical submissions.  

OAG/National Treasury 

6. FEEDBACK FROM THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

6.1  The Secretariat TABLED the following at the meeting:  

• Memorandum from the Secretariat.  

• Draft Minutes of the Technical Committee meeting held on 3 September 2020.  

6.2  The Secretariat NOTED that the Technical Committee recommended the following to 

the Board for approval:  

• The issue of the proposed Exposure Draft on The Effect of Past Decisions on 

Materiality.  

• The issue of the final Research Paper on Application of Standards of GRAP by 

Small Entities.  

• The issue of the proposed GRAP Reporting Framework for 2021/22.  

• Proposed Project Briefs for 2021/22.  
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• Proposed amendments to existing technical policies, and a new policy on the 

development of FAQs.  

TECHNICAL MATTERS 

7. Proposed Exposure Draft on The Effect of Past Decisions on Materiality 

7.1 The Secretariat TABLED the following at the meeting:  

• Memorandum from the Secretariat.  

• Proposed Exposure Draft on The Effect of Past Decisions on Materiality. 

• Proposed Invitation to Comment.   

7.2 The Secretariat EXPLAINED the background to the project and highlighted the 

decisions to date. Along with the review of the draft Interpretation, the Secretariat 

NOTED that the issue of whether materiality could be applied after adopting a GRAP 

accounting policy would need to be resolved, as well as whether this was dependent 

on unit of account or something else.  

Issue #1 – Can materiality be applied once a GRAP accounting policy is adopted? 

7.3 The Secretariat NOTED that some Board members questioned the view expressed 

at the last meeting that materiality could not be applied to account for transactions 

once a GRAP accounting policy is adopted for specific items, transactions and events.  

7.4 The Secretariat EXPLAINED that it has revisited the view expressed in the Issues 

Paper in July. The paragraphs in the Standard of GRAP on Accounting Policies, 

Changes in Accounting Policies and Errors (GRAP 3) on which this view was based 

do not specifically preclude the application of materiality once a GRAP accounting 

policy is adopted.  

7.5 The Secretariat PROPOSED that it is possible for entities to apply both alternative 

accounting treatments and GRAP accounting policies for similar items based on 

materiality. The Secretariat NOTED that whether this was based on unit of account or 

something else would be discussed in issue #2.  

Issue #2 – How should accounting treatment and accounting policies be applied – “unit of 

account” or something else? 

7.6 The Secretariat INDICATED that it had explored whether the application of alternative 

accounting treatments or accounting policies should be based on “unit of account”, 

i.e. whether items are recognised or measured individually or as a group. There is 

limited guidance in the Conceptual Framework for General Purpose Reporting 

(Conceptual Framework) and the Guideline on The Application of Materiality to 

Financial Statements (Guideline). The Standard of GRAP on Property, Plant and 

Equipment (GRAP 17) indicates that items can be recognised as a group if they are 

individually insignificant.  

7.7 The Secretariat NOTED that the draft Interpretation discussed by the project groups 

linked unit of account to the application of alternative accounting treatments and 

accounting policies and provided an overview of two examples to illustrate the 

outcome of the approach. The Secretariat EXPLAINED that the project groups 

supported the outcome of the approach but did not support linking materiality to the 

unit of account. They observed that the unit of account principles are not well 
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developed, and there is significant uncertainty about how unit of account should be 

applied in practice, particularly derecognition. The project groups proposed to link the 

application of alternative accounting treatments and accounting policies to an 

individual and collective assessment of materiality.  

7.8 The Secretariat EXPLAINED that the draft Interpretation was revised to make the link 

between alternative accounting treatments and accounting policies to an individual 

and collective assessment of materiality. This means that entities should assess items 

individually to decide if they are material, but also consider whether the combined 

effect of all those items could be material in the current and future reporting periods. 

7.9 The Secretariat EXPLAINED the difference between the “unit of account” approach 

and the “individual and collective assessment of materiality” approach using the 

following example: 

•  “Unit of account” approach - Individually insignificant items could be grouped 

together and the recognition criteria applied to the group. For example, recognising 

a single item for 100 desks in a College.  

• Approach based on the individual and collective assessment of materiality - The 

recognition criteria would still be applied to individual items, i.e. 100 desks 

recognised individually. Whether those individual items are recognised as an 

expense or an asset would depend on whether the items are individually 

immaterial, and whether they are material when combined.  

7.10 The Board SUPPORTED the approach. It was OBSERVED that the Secretariat may 

need to undertake additional efforts to explain materiality broadly and the concepts in 

the proposed Interpretation specifically. It was also NOTED that entities should be 

made aware of the need to document how they have applied materiality, particularly 

with the issue of the proposed Interpretation.  

7.11 The Secretariat OBSERVED that this would be considered as part of the consultation 

process.  

Transitional provisions 

7.12 The Secretariat EXPLAINED that because of the diverse past practice, the project 

group expressed a need for transitional provisions for the draft Interpretation. The 

proposed transitional provisions indicate that the principles should be applied 

prospectively, and that past assessments of materiality need not be revised.  

7.13 The Secretariat NOTED that the majority of the Technical Committee members 

supported this approach as it means that entities will not need to apply hindsight in 

assessing whether materiality was applied correctly or whether an error occurred.  

7.14 The Board SUPPORTED the proposed transitional provisions, i.e. prospective 

application, with no assessment of past decisions about materiality, including whether 

an error occurred.  

Consequential amendments 

7.15 The Secretariat NOTED that it proposed amendments to GRAP 3, and that no 

amendments were deemed necessary to the Guideline.  

7.16 The Board SUPPORTED the proposals.  
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Draft Interpretation 

7.17 The Secretariat TABLED the draft Interpretation for review.  

7.18 The Board AGREED that an editorial amendment was needed to paragraph .02.  

Secretariat 

Specific matters for comment and comment period  

7.19 The Secretariat EXPLAINED the following:  

• No specific matters for comment were identified.  

• An extended comment period is proposed given the delay in finalising financial 

statements and audits. The proposed deadline is end February 2021.  

7.20 The Board SUPPORTED these proposals.  

Approval 

7.21 Subject to the amendment proposed, the draft Interpretation and Invitation to 

Comment were APPROVED by the Board.  

8. Proposed Research Paper on Application of Standards of GRAP by Small 

Entities 

8.1 The Secretariat TABLED the following at the meeting:  

• Memorandum from the Secretariat.  

• Proposed Research Paper on Application of Standards of GRAP by Small 

Entities.  

8.2 It was NOTED that based on previous Board decisions, an analysis of the challenges 

identified through the research and the possible responses thereto have been 

developed together with the draft Research Paper. The analysis focusses on 

challenges that relate to the Board’s mandate. The analysis, as well as challenges 

related to the broader small entity environment, have been discussed with the trilateral 

parties. 

8.3 It was NOTED that no actions have been identified for the Board, which was 

supported by the Technical Committee. The Secretariat identified that it could take, 

or had taken, the following steps: 

• Stakeholders that participated in the research (including many who see 

themselves as “small”) will be added to the Secretariat’s mailing list, if not already 

included. This will ensure they remain up-to-date on developments. 

• Communication will be drafted to stakeholders that participated in the research to 

inform them of the publication of the Research Paper. 

• As part of the annual process to update the handbook, communication can be 

drafted on all the changes for the next reporting period. 

• The results of the Board’s research were shared with the IPSASB Research 

Forum who is researching Differential Reporting (Financial Reporting for Small 

and Medium Sized Public Sector Entities). The Secretariat will continue to monitor 

the topic and outcomes of their research.  
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8.4 A member NOTED that the Secretariat’s FAQs have been in place for a number of 

years. It was QUESTIONED why smaller entities have not been able to access and 

use the guidance. The Secretariat NOTED that some entities who would see 

themselves as “small” have not been included in the Secretariat’s mailing list and may 

not have been aware of the available guidance. Furthermore, some guidance 

identified was only finalised recently, for example the Board’s Guideline on materiality.  

8.5 The Board NOTED that one of the primary issues for small entities remains a lack of 

skills and knowledge. It was QUESTIONED whether the National Treasury could / has 

researched the issue. The representative of the National Treasury NOTED that no 

recent research into the issue has been undertaken, but that the National Treasury 

considers the Auditor-General’s General Reports which have recently confirmed the 

issue. The representative indicated that they will discuss possible actions. 

8.6 A member NOTED that academic institutions, together with SAICA, are considering 

a qualification framework for the public sector based on Standards of GRAP. This 

aims to address the public sector knowledge gap for the future.  

8.7 The Board CONFIRMED the analysis and proposed actions on the challenges 

identified by the research, and that no further actions are required by the Board.  

8.8 The Board REVIEWED the draft Research Paper and APPROVED it for publication. 

Secretariat 

9. GRAP Reporting Framework for 2021/22 

9.1 The Secretariat TABLED a memorandum at the meeting outlining the proposed GRAP 

Reporting Framework for 2021/22. 

9.2 The Secretariat NOTED that the key changes from last year relate to the approval of 

the outstanding Standards of GRAP for Trading Entities and Directive 14 on The 

Application of Standards of GRAP by Entities that Apply IFRS Standards.  

9.3 The Board APPROVED the proposed reporting framework.  

10. EMERGING ISSUES 

10.1 The Secretariat TABLED the following at the meeting:  

• Memorandum from the Secretariat.  

• Analysis of the Western Cape Court judgement.  

• Draft Terms of Reference of the GRAP 104 “reference group”.  

General 

10.2  The Secretariat NOTED that it had not received any request from SARS to date.  

Analysis of Western Cape judgement 

10.3 The Secretariat PRESENTED its analysis.  

10.4 It was NOTED that the AGSA won their leave to appeal the judgement, while the 

National Treasury was unsuccessful.  
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10.5 It was QUESTIONED whether the Board has a role to play in ensuring that the 

Standards are being applied correctly, and if the Board should consider becoming a 

friend of the court.  

10.6 It was AGREED that this is an issue related to the Modified Cash Standard and the 

Board should not be involved.  

10.7 It was AGREED that the analysis should remain an internal document until the legal 

process has been completed.  

Draft terms of reference 

10.8 The Secretariat EXPLAINED the rationale for establishing the group and the issues 

identified through preliminary discussions with the OAG and AGSA.  

10.9 The Board APPROVED the draft terms of reference subject to editorial amendments. 

The next step is to consult with the OAG on the resourcing of the group.  

Secretariat 

10.10 A member NOTED that the success of the group will depend on the active 

participation by members. This will need to be monitored.  

11. GRAP IMPLEMENTATION 

The member from the National Treasury NOTED that there are still a number of audits 

in process. A report on the key accounting issues that arose during this audit cycle, 

either based on Standards or GRAP or IFRS, will be shared with the Secretariat.  

Secretariat/National Treasury 

FINANCES AND ADMINISTRATION 

12. AUDIT COMMITTEE 

A report from the Chairperson of the Audit Committee was TABLED at the meeting.  

13. FEEDBACK FROM THE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE 

13.1 The feedback report and the draft minutes of the Operations Committee meeting held 

on 4 June was NOTED. 

13.2 It was NOTED that all the matters referred to the Board was included on the agenda. 

14. WORK PROGRAMME 

14.1 The Secretariat TABLED a memorandum at the meeting.  

14.2 The Board AGREED to the following changes to the work programme to 

accommodate staff shortages:  

• Review of Directive 12 will be postponed until internal resources are available.  

• Review of the use of the cash flow statement will be put on hold pending the 

finalisation of the IPSASB’s projects on revenue and expenses.  

Secretariat 

15. PROJECT BRIEFS FOR 2021/22 

15.1 The Secretariat TABLED the following:  

• Memorandum from the Secretariat.  
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• Project brief for Going concern and the liquidation basis of accounting.  

• Project brief for Social benefits.  

• Project brief for Communication material for users of the financial statements.  

General 

15.2 The Secretariat NOTED that in accordance with the 3-year work programme, the 

review of GRAP 109 on Accounting by Principals and Agents should have 

commenced next year. However, given the limited data available on the application 

of the Standard, the Secretariat proposes swapping the review of GRAP 109 and the 

review of GRAP 24 on Presentation of Budget Information in Financial Statements.  

15.3 The Board AGREED with the proposed change, and that a project brief for the review 

of GRAP 24 should be tabled at the Board meeting in December. 

Secretariat  

15.4 The Secretariat EXPLAINED that, if a junior person is recruited, it may be possible to 

undertake the development of an Interpretation on Foreign Currency Transactions 

and Advance Consideration. Once there is more certainty on the potential recruitment 

of an additional staff member, a proposal will be made to the Board.  

15.5 The Secretariat NOTED that it is proposing to limit the scope of the social benefit 

project to social benefits paid in cash. Given the current uncertainties in accounting 

for in-kind benefits identified during the Secretariat’s consultation on ED 72 Transfer 

Expenses, the Secretariat is of the view that this should be undertaken as a separate 

project.  

15.6 The Board SUPPORTED the proposals.  

Going concern and the liquidation basis of accounting 

15.7 The Secretariat PRESENTED the project brief and NOTED that the purpose of the 

project is to: 

(a) develop guidance to assist entities in assessing if they continue to be a going 

concern; 

(b) review the current guidance and disclosures in the Standards of GRAP to assess 

if these could be improved;  

(c) assess whether guidance is needed on the liquidation basis of accounting based 

on the prevalence of the matter in the public sector; and  

(d) assess whether additional guidance needs to be developed on government 

restructurings and on the transfer of assets in non-exchange transactions.  

15.8 Some editorial comment was NOTED.  

15.9 The Board APPROVED the project brief.  

Social benefits 

15.10 The Secretariat PRESENTED the project brief and NOTED the following: 

• No guidance exists in Standards of GRAP on accounting for social benefits and 

such a Standard of GRAP is necessary to promote transparency in, and 

accountability of, government expenditure and liabilities. International guidance in 
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the form of IPSAS 42 on Social Benefits exists but was not supported locally and 

an understanding of local needs will be required. 

• The Standard will be developed in stages, including a consideration of the 

approach to develop the Standard and the potential issues with IPSAS 42. 

• The key issues to be considered in developing a Standard of GRAP, based on 

local consultation when the IPSASB developed IPSAS 42, include the scope of 

the Standard, the definition of social benefits, the appropriateness of the optional 

application of the insurance approach, the appropriateness of the obligating event 

approach and the transitional provisions. 

• The consultation process will focus on those entities that provide social benefits, 

including the Department of Social Development, the South African Social 

Security Agency (their agent), the Government Pension Administration Agency, 

the UIF, Compensation Fund and RAF. 

15.11 A member ASKED whether the quarters indicated in the roadmap reflect the calendar 

year or the ASB’s reporting period. It was CONFIRMED that the quarters reflect the 

calendar year. 

15.12 The Board APPROVED the project brief. 

Secretariat 

Project brief on communication material for users of financial statements 

15.13 The Secretariat PRESENTED the project brief and NOTED the following: 

• Information in the financial statements may not be well understood by users. The 

project will develop communication material to help users understand the role of 

financial statements and how they can be used, in a way that is within the Board’s 

mandate.  

• The project will focus on users in oversight structures, specifically those with 

oversight responsibilities related to finances. 

• It is not anticipated that material requiring a due process or Board approval will be 

developed. It is anticipated that the material will be issued by the Secretariat. 

Progress on the project and examples of what the material will look like may be 

shared with the Technical Committee and Board. 

• The material will consider the following, based on previous research of the Board 

on information needs of the public as a user: 

o It should be simple, concise and easy to understand, and should be developed 

in an interesting way. 

o It should be packaged in a format that is easy to use, and the method and 

platforms used to make the material available should be carefully considered. 

o Existing material should not be duplicated. 

o The Board’s mandate should be considered. 

• Stakeholders may be consulted with the purpose of assessing whether the 

material will be useful for users of financial statements.  
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15.14 A member ASKED who the users of the communication material would be. It was 

NOTED that the material will be developed specifically for users with oversight 

responsibilities over financial reporting. The member NOTED that the project would 

need to consider the Board’s mandate, as these users may need material that is more 

educational in nature. The Secretariat CONFIRMED that the project will consider the 

balance between communication and educational material and will consider the link 

with the National Treasury’s project to develop material for users. 

Secretariat 

15.15 The Board APPROVED the project brief.  

16. PERFORMANCE AGAINST TARGETS FOR THE QUARTER 1 JULY 2020 TO 30 

SEPTEMBER 2020 

16.1 The Secretariat TABLED a memorandum at the meeting outlining the projected 

performance for the quarter. 

16.2 The Secretariat EXPLAINED that the targets were met based on the attendance of 

the virtual IPSASB meeting held in late June. The issue of the Exposure Draft on 

GRAP 25 would be reported in the next quarter as the meeting to approve the 

document was only held in July.  

17.  RISK REGISTER  

17.1 The risk register was TABLED for approval. 

17.2 No emerging risks were IDENTIFIED. 

17.3 The risk register was APPROVED without any amendment.  

18. STANDARD-SETTING POLICIES 

18.1 The Secretariat TABLED the following at the meeting:  

• Memorandum from the Secretariat.  

• Post-implementation Reviews 

• Use of Official Languages 

• Re-exposure of Proposed Pronouncements Issued for Comment 

• Approving Effective Dates of Standards 

• Selection and Approval of Projects 

• Nature of Pronouncements to be Developed 

• Terms of Reference of the Technical Committee 

• Setting Performance Targets and Measuring Progress 

• Improvements to the Standards of GRAP 

• Naming and Numbering Conventions 

• Responses to Queries 

• Development of FAQs 
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Changes to existing policies 

Selection and approval of projects 

18.2 The Secretariat EXPLAINED that it has proposed two changes to the policy:  

• Annual work programme – To date, the Secretariat has based the annual work 

programme on the 3-year work programme approved after consultation with 

stakeholders. Given the uncertainty in the current environment and how projects 

progress over the 3-year period, the Secretariat believes it appropriate to discuss 

and confirm the annual work programme with the Board in March of each year.  

• Project briefs – The project briefs are approved in September each year. This is 

so that the targets can be developed for the Annual Performance Plan (APP). 

This means that the project briefs are confirmed between 6-18 months before 

commencing work on the project. To ensure that the project objectives, outputs, 

and affected entities remain relevant, the Secretariat proposed confirming the 

project briefs with members during the planning stages of each project.  

18.3 The Board SUPPORTED the changes.  

Other policies 

18.4 The Secretariat EXPLAINED that the changes proposed to the other policies are 

outlined in the Annexure to the memorandum.  

18.5 A member QUESTIONED the relevance of the consultation with the OAG and AGSA 

in the policy on approving the effective dates of Standards. As the OAG and AGSA 

are represented on the Board, there is no need for a separate consultation.  

18.6 It was NOTED that the legal requirement is for the Minister to determine the effective 

dates of the Standards in consultation with the Auditor-General. The intermediary step 

of the Secretariat again consulting the OAG and AGSA is not needed.  

18.7 The Board AGREED that the references to these discussions should be deleted. The 

Secretariat will work with the members concerned offline and propose changes.  

Secretariat  

Policy on developing FAQs 

18.8 The Secretariat OUTLINED the need for the policy. The process to develop FAQs 

outlined in the proposed policy is what has been done in practice over a number of 

years. The only aspect that is different is the time period within which FAQs should 

be issued. For general FAQs this is 6 months, and for other FAQs it would depend on 

the timeframes agreed by the Technical Committee or Board.  

18.9 The Board APPROVED the new policy.  

19.  PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 2021/22 

19.1 It was NOTED that the budget for 2021/22 has to be included in the APP to be 

submitted to the oversight authorities six months before the start of the new financial 

year. The budget and the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) were 

prepared using the assumptions listed in the memorandum. 
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19.2 It was NOTED that the documents were prepared using information provided by the 

National Treasury, with a reduction in the transfer payment for the next two years and 

an increase in the transfer payment in the outer year. 

19.3 It was NOTED that after the submission of the MTEF template to the National 

Treasury, they indicated that the transfer payment for the current year would be 

reduced by R934 000 during the MTEF process. 

19.4 It was NOTED that it is not clear whether this is a permanent reduction in the baseline 

going forward, or a once off adjustment for the current year only.  

19.5 After some debate, it was AGREED to delay the approval of the budget to the next 

meeting to enable the Secretariat to obtain clarity once the MTEF is tabled in 

Parliament during October. 

19.6 It was also AGREED to delay the decision to increase the number of staff from seven 

to eight, as proposed in the Budget and the APP to the next Board meeting. 

Secretariat 

20.  PROPOSED APP 

20.1 The draft APP was TABLED for approval to be submitted to the oversight authorities. 

20.2 It was NOTED that some of the information contained in the APP would need to be 

updated after the December Board meeting, before finalising and submitting the 

approved APP to the Minister of Finance for tabling in Parliament in March 2021. 

20.3 The draft APP was approved for submission to the Public Entity Oversight Unit. 

Secretariat 

21. SUCCESSION PLANNING FOR BOARD 

21.1 A memorandum on succession planning and the draft submission to the Minister of 

Finance was TABLED at the meeting.  

21.2 It was NOTED that eight nominations had been received through the search process 

for Board Members. All the CVs have been provided to the Board as background. 

21.3 It was NOTED that four of the applicants had been identified for inclusion on the 

shortlist for submission to the Minister. The rationale for their selection was 

EXPLAINED by the Secretariat.  

21.4 It was NOTED that staggered terms of appointment for continuing Board members 

are no longer needed as four members are ending their term at a time and four 

members are continuing for a second term ensuring that there is a balance between 

corporate memory and fresh perspectives. 

22.5 It was NOTED that if the representatives of the National Treasury and AGSA are 

included in the submission, gender balance would be achieved.  

22.6 It was NOTED that the submission is intended to assist the Minister to decide on new 

Board members, but that it was his prerogative to appoint anybody he deemed 

suitable. 

22.7 Subject to editorial amendments, the Board approved the submission to the Minister. 

Secretariat 
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22.  INTERNATIONAL STANDARD SETTING ACTIVITIES 

22.1  The Secretariat PROVIDED an oral report back of the IPSASB meeting held in 

September 2020. The key issues discussed are as follows:  

• The IPSASB plans on issuing a revised IPSAS 17 on Property, Plant and 

Equipment. The revised IPSAS will include guidance on infrastructure assets and 

heritage assets. The guidance will, for the most part, be included Implementation 

Guidance or Illustrative Examples.  

• The development of a proposed IPSAS on Measurement and the limited scope 

review of the Conceptual Framework. A key part of the IPSASB’s deliberations 

was on measurement models, measurement bases, measurement techniques, 

and their interaction to achieve the various measurement objectives.  

• The IPSASB discussed a proposed IPSAS on leases aligned with IFRS 16 on 

Leases. Public sector issues such as peppercorn leases, concessionary leases, 

use of assets, etc., will be dealt with separately. A request for information will be 

published with the proposed IPSAS to solicit feedback on the public sector issues 

that should be addressed by the IPSASB.  

• Exposure Drafts were approved for (a) amendments to borrowing costs, and (b) 

non-current assets held for sale and discontinued operations.  

• An initial discussion was held on natural resources.  

22.2 The Secretariat NOTED that there will again be a number of documents which require 

comment in early 2021.  

23. GENERAL 

23.1 A letter from the Minister regarding Executive Remuneration and Incentive Based 

Payments were TABLED for discussion. 

23.2 It was AGREED that the paragraph in the letter regarding the payment of bonuses 

needed to be clarified, before a decision to implement the Ministerial decisions, can 

be made. 

Secretariat 

23.3 The meeting was closed for a discussion and the minutes are contained in the 

Confidential Minute Book. 

24. FUTURE MEETINGS 

Members NOTED the remaining meeting date for 2020 and that some members 

would attend their last meeting in December, subject to the Minister of Finance 

appointing a new Board by February 2021. 
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25. CLOSING REMARKS 

Members were THANKED for their participation and the meeting closed at 14>30. 

Prepared by:             E Swart  02 October 2020  

Reviewed by:   V Ngobese   

Issued:  

Signed:  _____________________________________________  

  


